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CHAPTE...11 I 
THE NAT1JRE OF THE PROBLEM 
Pt.lrpose. This thesis has two fundarnental objectives 
in view: first, to prepare a non-verbal inventory of general 
vocational interests consisting of sets of action pictures, and 
second, to correlate the inventory so constructed with a selec-
ted verbal interest inventory: the Kuder Preference Record, 
Form c1 • 
It is the intent of the author to develop an interest 
inventory for use in cases where reading difficulties in gener-
al or difficulties in comprehending the English language in 
particular make inadvisable the use of the standard inventories 
of vocat ional interests which are set up on a verbal basis. 
Source. -- This type of problem was suggested first, 
by the lack of such an inventory in the field that was at all 
well known; second, by the increased general interest in non-
verbal techniques; and third, by the need for such an instru-
ment at the proposed level for construction. 
Definition of terms. It may be well here to consider 
specific definitions of the terms employed in this thesis. 
Inasmuch as there is considerable disagreement in the defini-
tion of some of these ter-.ms, one must necessarily discuss them 
as they are presently used by the leaders in the field and then 
l Kuder, G. F., The Kuder Preference Record, Form C. 
- --- ~---,=-=-=-~-~----. -=-=--=-=-=~ 
proceed to formulate those sa~e definitions in that way which 
will best befit his p~~ose. 
Strong2 believes that the definition of interest con -
tained in Webster 's Dictionary is as satisfactory as any. He 
explains that this definition emphasizes three terras that are 
included in most of t h e definitions of interest, namely atten-
tion, stirred-up, and objects. And in another work, Strong3 
says that if 11 vocational interest 11 is defined as 11 the occupa-
tion an individual likes best now," then the conclusion must be 
reached that vocational interests are very unstable. He points 
out that there are ample data to prove that boys and girls and 
also older persons change their 11firs t choices" very frequently 
and in most cases without apparent rhyr.~e or reason. But if, as 
he adds, "vocational interest 11 is defined as "the sum total of 
all interests that bear in any way upon an occupational career, 1 
then we find surprising stability, certainly among adults, and, 
as far as vre have been able to judge , also among young men of 
college age and presmnably among still younger people. 
Super4 criticizes Lehman and Witty5 for decrying the use 
2 Strong , The Role of Interests in Guidance. 
--- -
E . K ., 
3 Strong, E. K., Change of Interest with Age . 
4 Super, D.E., Appraising Vocational Fitness, Ch. XVI . 
5 Lehman, H.C., and Witty, P.A., Vocational Counseling--
the Interest Inventory. 
--==~======= 
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of interest inventories in the counseling situation, claiming 
t hat they (Lehman and VVi tty) had not really tested inventories. 
of interests but merely, as he puts it, expressions of inter-
ests. Super t hen goes on to classify four different ways of 
measuring interests, illustrating t h e principles of each and 
presenting various evidences of t heir respective values. 
As he puts it, expressed interest is the verbal profes-
sion of interest in an object, activity , task, or occupation. 
He notes that Fryer6 called it a specific interest, and main-
tains that there has been relatively little research in t h is 
area since Fry er's detailed review in 1931. He concludes that 
the expressed or 11 sp ecific 11 interests of children and adoles-
cents are unstable, and do not yet provide useful data for 
diagnos i s and prognosis. However, he adds, the picture is more 
optimistic for adults since Strong7 sh owed that such interests 
are rath er stable in t h em over a short period . ~Lus, SuperS 
continues, the importance wh ich may be attached to expressions 
of specific interests clearly varies with t be ma turity of the 
client. Iie refers also to studies made by Gilger9, LurielO, 
6 Fryer, D., The Measurement of Interests. 
7 Strong , E. K., Vocational Interests of Men and Women. 
8 Super, ££• cit . 
9 Gilger, G. A., Declaration of Vocational Interest. 
10 Lurie, W. A. and Weiss, A., Analyzing Vocational 
Adjustrn.ent. 
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and Trowll, wherein it is shown that the value of' the expressed 
interest d ep ends upon the ways in which the questions are 
phrased, :for some questions concerning vocational interest are 
so put as to elicit information concerning vocat i onal cho i ce, 
some to ascertain vocational preference, and some to evoke 
vocational fantasies. The degree oi' realism represented by the 
expression of' interest varies, he points out, with . the type of' 
question ask ed. 
Superl2 defines manifest int erest as synonymous with 
participation in an activity or an occupation. He uses the 
tenti tested interest to rei'er to int erest as measured by objec-
tive tests, as differentiated from inventories which are based 
on subjective self-estimates. 
Inventoried interest , says Sup erl3, is assessed by means 
of lists of' activities and occupations vn~ich bear a superficial 
resemblance to some questionnaire i'or the study of expressed 
interests, f or each item in the list is responded to with an 
expression of pre f erence. The essential and all-important 
difference is that in the case of the inventory each possible 
response is given an experimentally determined wei@Lt, and the 
weights corresponding to the answers g iven by the person 
ll 'rrow, W. C., Ph~tas:,y_ and Vocational Choice. 
12 Super, .2l?..• ci t . 
13 Ibid. 
completing the inventory are added in order to yield a score 
which represents not a single subjec tive estL~ate as in the 
case of expressed interests, but a pattern of interests which 
research has shown to be rather stable. 
From these definitions and descriptions one may be sure 
tha t the last vwrd has not yet been sp oken. If one takes 
Strong's acceptance of Webster's definition for interest, 
adding, however, the alternative of process to objects, inter-
est may be defi ned as the excitement of feeling and attention 
to certain objects or processes, and degree of interest may be 
measured according to the degree of feeling and attention, 
pleasant or otherwise, that these objec ts or processes provoke. 
Preference shall be defined as t h e act of choosing among 
t wo or mox•e interests so that that interest is chosen whi ch 
produces the hi~1est degree of pleasant feeling and attention. 
Vocational interest shall b e defined as any interest 
considered in te~ns of an occupational career. This will avoid 
the generality of Strong 's second definition which does not de-
mand a consciousness of tl1e occupat ional relationship , and y et 
not l imit one to instantaneous interestsl4. 
Let a general vocational interest be defined as a voca-
tional interest which comp rehends one or more sp ecified occupa-
tional fields, and further, let a suecific vocational interest 
be defined as a vocational interest comprehending one and only 
14 For Strong's statements and their sources see p . 2 . 
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one occupation, job, or position. 
~Le measurement of interest shall be defined as any 
attempt made to evaluate the degree of interest regar dless of 
the means employed to do it. In this definition, the defini-
tions of Superl5 may be dispensed with, and under it may be 
introduced specific methods of measuring interes t s which are 
more useful inasmuch as they are clarified and delbni ted to a 
greater extent. 
A professed interest shall be defined as an interest 
claimed to be held by the subject. Professed interests are 
expressed by subjective means, be they oral, written, or ges -
ticulatory. 
~~ inventoried interest shall be defined as an interest 
discovered by means of an objective instrmnent, which may be 
designated as an interest inventory. The value of the interest 
inventory lies in the fac t that it analyzes specific interests 
and ultimatel y integrates them according to a prearranged fonn-
ula t o form an int egrated p icture of a general interest pattern. 
The subjective measures of interest, on the other hand, seek 
from the start to synth esize qualitative estimates of interest 
into a pattern wherefrom certain judgments may be made . 
Interest inventories today are built either as rating 
scales or as preference sequences. The foYmer kind presents to 
15 Super, ££• ci t . 
6 
the subject an object or activity and asks for a rating as to 
bhe degree of liking or disliking whi ch that object or activity 
evoke s in the subject. An exmap l e of this type of inventory is 
t h e Brainard Occupational Preference Inventoryl6. An exa.'11p le 
of the preference sequence type is the Kuder Preference Re -
cordl7 . This latter t)~e presents a certain number of items 
together and asks the subject to select the object or activity 
he likes the most. Many people :feel tha t it is much more 
difficul t to give an accurate rating of a like-dislik e sort 
than to express a preference. And others feel that it is un-
fair to give equal we i ght to activities which are just t o be 
tolerate d and to t hose which are very much desired. These 
latter, h oy.,rever, ai'e not well enough acquainted with the scor-
ing p rocedure for preference sequences; otherwise they would 
see that vn~il e equal weight is given item for item, the inven-
tory is interpreted in tern1s of sums of items classified accor-
ding to a certain pattern whi ch must, if the test is at all 
·worth while, ref lect the true inter est pattern of the individu-
al . Thus ~nambersrl8 critical comraent s are quite out of order 
in view of the true nature of t h e preference sequence t)~ e. 
16 Brainard , P .P., and Brainar d , R.T., The Brainard 
Occupational Preference Inventory, Form A. 
17 Kuder , S?.E• cit. 
18 Charabers, E. G., "The Kuder Pr eference Record11 (review-
er) ; Buros, O. K., 'rhe Third Mental Measurements Yearboo k . 
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Justification. -- Before one should proceed t o develop a 
new instrument f01~ evaluating intei'ests, he must decid e ·whether 
or not a significant contribut ion can be made to the measure -
ment program by so doing , or whether such efforts would be 
valuele ss in that the instrument did less effi ciently t hat 
which could be done by other devices . Edds19 undertook a study 
in which he soug._'h. t ansvrers to t he foll owing questions: 
1. Are verbal and non-verbal abilities independent c-ap a ci-
ties or are they the same capacities tested d i fferently? 
2 . Do these abilities possess group factors? 
J. Is the group factor present in both verbal and non-verbal 
tests? 
4· Vl.ha t is the relationsh i p bet>veen these abilities and 
intelligence? 
5. How should these activities be weighted in order t o 
predict sch ool grades ? 
By a series of tests it was seen that verbal a n d non-
verbal abilities correlated practically the sruae with school 
grades20 . I t may be said then, that t h e non-verbal tests 
combined are as good a measure of success in school as a com-
bination o .f the verbal tests. Wnile verbal and non-verbal 
abilities seem to be rath er different capacities sharing low 
19 Edds, J .• H., The Nature of Verbal and Non-Verbal 
Abilities. 
20 Ibid. 
relationship to each other , and v1hi le each contains a factor 
not present in the other, and while even a cow~on group fa c t or 
does not seem to be present in each in the same degree, never-
theless verbal and non-verbal have practically equal weight in 
predicting class scores. Edds 21 found a correlation of .5LJ-
between verbal ability and measured intelligence; a correlation 
of . 112 between non-verbal ability and intelligence; a correla-
tion o f .38 between verba l ability and school grades; and a 
correlation of .40 bet\veen non-verbal a bill ty and school 
grades , all correlat ions being positive. These flgures are 
just about what we would expect to find with respect to the 
ordered relationship of each to the others; h owever, v;e may 
well be surprised at the quantitative proximity of the scores 
obtained from each means, with perhaps the exception of the 
twelve hundredths difference between the intelligence correla-
tions. \"Jhile Edds suggests that that difference may be real, 
he also suggests tha t t he difference may be due to t h e inad e-
quate meth o d of measuring intelligence without verbal means . 
Arthur22 built a p oint performance scale in resp onse to 
a general need, as sh e says, for a non-verbal scale that could 
be used satisfactorily in clinical work. She claims that high-
ly verba li zed Binet tests are inadequate because of foreign 
21 Ibid. 
22 Arthu r , G., A Point Scale of Perfoi'rn.ance Tests. 
:10 ~--~~~==~-~-=~~=-=-=-=-==-~-==-=-~~-= =-~~~=-~=~~=======-=-=-=-~~=-=-=-==-=---=-==-=-~--~-~-=~-=-~~'=-~~-~-~-==-~-
language handicaps, speech or hearing defects, or failure to 
g ive an adequate report of the intelligence of the individual 
in whom verbal and non-verbal abilities are markedly unequal in 
their development. She states furtl1.e r that in cases where a 
valid Binet rat i n g cannot be obtained because of languag e 
difficulty, speech def ect, or emotional repression, · the per-
formance scale can be used as a substitute. But she add s that 
t h e performance scale rating must not be accepted at f'ace value 
in the case of a patient suffering from acute emotional d istur-
b anc e . She claims further that tlw performance scale gives a 
safer index of the ability of t he child to meet new situations, 
eliminat ing much of the environmental influence in answering . 
This, however, seems ext remely open to question. 
From t hese studies and others, it is becoming increas-
ingly apparent that non-verbal tests have a place in education-
al and vocational measurement when s·uch factors exist as r ead-
ing , language , hearing, or symbolic understand ing to prev ent 
either concep t mastery or practical response among those who 
have difficulty along these lines. Non-verbal techniques have 
come into their ovrn now; they are being used more and more 
widely in the universal attempt to obtain more accurate inter-
pretations of test scores . 
There is no non-verbal interest inventory on the market 
today t hat is widely known or widely used. Already the need 
has been felt for such a test that will rela te the test matter 
more closely to the direct e.h.'})erien ces of the testee . Accor -
ding to Super: 23 
Little is l{novm of the role of exoerience in the 
development of vocational interests in the formative period --
adolescen ce. This is still the outstanding problem to be 
studied. 
It is h oped that through the non-verbal technique the 
pupil may relate the occupation-image more directly to his ovvn 
experiential background . 
The fact also exists that every verbal test presents 
some difficulties in the way of vocabulary. Also, leng t h y 
instruments encourag e c areless answers and prevarication. 
Margaret ME.Carthy used t he Kuder Preference Re cord on eighth 
grade pupils. Her :finding s lend further justification t o the 
development of a non-verb a l inventory :24 
The Ku der Preferenc e Record was designed f or high 
sch ool and colleg e students as well as f or use in employee 
counseling . 1herefore, when used on eighth grade pupils' 
level, i t is not p ossible to overcome all vocabulary diffi-
culties . Furthermore, many g iven items are not within the 
rang e of exp erience o f pupils this age. 
The retarded reader and t h e child with poor vision 
enco1..mter difficulties in applying t h e selec t ive method to 
many items. 
23 Super, 2£.• ci t . 
2L~ lVf.£Car thy , Ivi ., A Comparison o f Interests as Detei'Ya.ined 
.£L the Kuder Preference Record with lnterests ~Determined Q;L 
t h e Pupil Ac tiv ity Record . 
On a measured instrument of this kind, the prevarica-
tor may attempt to show a false interest25. 
But it must be recognize d that the Kuder Preference Rec-
ord is intended primarily for grades nine and above. vVhile one 
may feel that perhaps the vocabulary load is a little too much 
for some people at this level, and therefore attempt to justify 
a non-verbal technique, yet it seems that a correlation of the 
results of the non-verbal form with the results of the Kuder 
might prove worthwhile. It is hoped that many of the difficul-
ties due to vocabulary deficiency, reading method deficiency, 
and abstraction power deficiency may be overcome by means of 
the non-verbal instrument. It is further hoped that the novel-
ty of the situation will discourag e prevaricators from harming 
t hemselves and the validity results; there is g ood reason to 
believe that such will be the cas e. 
Assu_rnptions. -- There are three basic assumptions funda-
mental to this thesis: 
1. All people will react similarly to a comparison of 
picture stimuli if they have the same interests, qualitative 
and quantitative. The validity af this assmnption may be ade-
quately measured by the reliability of the instrument. 
2. Due to the elementary nature of the inventory and the 
type of test, geog raphic location will not cause variance i n 
25 Ibid. 
:12 
the method of taking the test nor of formulating choices 
between the pictures. This inventory is built on an impression 
basis. It is not necessary to analyze each item, but merely to 
indicate whether one activity is preferred to another. The 
simplicity of the method is also a factor that is reflected in 
the coefficient of reliability. Note, however, that this 
assumption does not ir~ly that the test is valid, without 
reference to the person who is to take the test. 
J. vVhile a picture cannot present a complete view of an 
occupation, yet it does at least as good a job as does a verbal 
description. This assu~ption is based on the fact that most 
psychologists recognize that verbal expressions form mental 
images in the mind which have reference to some aspect of 
previous experience. The picture does precisely the same thing, 
but reduces the amount of symbolic complexity so that it repre-
sents a closer proximity to the concrete than does the verbal 
expression. Billett presents this idea admirably with respect 
to the teaching-learning situation; however, the same princi-
ples apply to the use of any non-verbal te s t:26 
••• certain auditory and visual aids can increase 
immensely the educative growth achievable by pupils of 
less-than-average g eneral intelligence or academic aptitude. 
These pupils h a ve more-than-average difficulty with symbol-
ism, the difficulty increasing with decrease in academic 
26 Billett, R.O., Fundamentals of Secondary School 
Teaching . 
13 
aptitude and with increase in t h e degree of abstractness of 
the symbolism. Mlli~Y forms of auditory and visual aids pro-
vide vicarious experience with a minimum of abstractness. 
Tb.rough t he wide u se o f such ai ds, pupils o f less-than-
average academic aptitude will be able to develop concept s 
and re sultant ideals, attitudes, and appreciations of k ind 
and deg r e e otherwise imp ossible within the limits set by 
time, clas sroom environment, and n a tive ap titude. 
Scope. We shall build a non-verbal interest inventory 
consisting of 9l~ distinct photographs , size 3! by 4t. inche s in 
leng t h and width, each u s ed three times , once in a sequence, 
with t~~ee sequen ce s in the inventory . Tnus there will be in 
each complete i n ventory 282 photograph s . These photographs 
shall be presented for preference discrimination by pairs so 
tha t the t e stee may ch oose simply between t wo pictures that one 
which best suits his fancy. He does not have to identify the 
specific occupation rep resented by the photograph. Th.e full 
details of t he te st construction may be found in Chap ter II of 
this t hesis. 
Th e inventory shall compare basic interests within ten 
g en eral fields: Outdoors, Mechanical, Computational, Scientific, 
Persuasive, Artistic, Literary, Niusical, Social Service, and 
Clerical. These categories were chosen in ord er that t he 
inventory might be cor~ared with the Ku der Preference Record 27 
8J.J.d thus provide an opp ortunity for a check on validity. 
27 Kuder , ~· c i t. 
14 
Vfrlen completed , t h e inventory shall be administered to 
about 150 young people at t h e ninth grade level or higher. 
Summary. Most ninth a nd t enth g r ade pupils have begun 
to t h ink seriously about their choices of vocations . They seek 
to learn more about t h eir own capacities for engaging in cer-
tain fields of work . They want to procure a written sc a le or 
profile o f their inte rests and preferences in or der to enable 
them to make wiser decisions as to future vocational plans, 
since interest is a maj or criterion of success, not to mention 
h app iness in one 1 s work . 
Numerous verbal interest inventories have been built to 
serve this need. Howe ver, the us e of these verbal inventories 
has been severe l y limited with young people v1ho have difficulty 
with reading , h e aring , or symbolic unde rstanding , or who have 
been brought up in h ome s where a foreign l Gn guag e is spoken 
dominantly. So t hat the interests of those pei'sons with any of 
these difficulti es may be me a sured more adequately (for surely 
t h ey have interests o f the same nature as those without such 
handic ap s), a non- verbal type of g eneral vocational inte rest 
inventory shall be developed to classify interests according to 
the fields suggested on page 14. 
Ensuant to t h e preparation of t he inventory , it is 
necessary to administer it to those who can be of service in 
correlating it with those tests previously establi shed, and 
later, to t h ose \Vi t h whom t he p revious tests :ta v e fail ed, in an 
1.5 
effort to demons trate the significance of the new test. And 
finally, the problem exists of gathering up the assembled 
data, correlating the test scores as desired, and tabulating 
the results so that they may be most useful to the test u s er. 
~~is, then, is the nature of the problem at hand . 
CHAPTER II 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE I NSTRUr•.I!ENT' 
Introductory. -- Bef'ore any instrument or tool may be 
built it is neces s ary, if' one would proceed rationally, to con-
sider f'irst of all what the aim of the tool or instrun1ent is to 
be, and what it is to accomplish; second, how that aim or ac-
complishment may be realized most effectively and most exped-
iently; and third, how a plan may be formulated whereby the 
pursuit of the objective may be followed in a thorough and 
well-defined manner. The principal aims of this thesis have 
been stated in the preceding chapter. We shall proceed here 
to lay out the instrument and the reasons for the ways in which 
it was developed. 
It vias stated that the non-verbal meru1.s to be used would 
be the presentation of pairs of photographs. Herein shall be 
presented the criteria by which those photographs vTere selected 
paired, and established in each of the three sequences which 
comprise the whole inventory. Further, the system by which t h e 
inventory may be scored, and, as far as possible, interpreted 
will be presented. 
Selection of pair method. -- The first issue to be de-
cided in planning the arrang ement of the test wa s the question 
of whether the test should be built on the rating scale prin-
ciple or on the preference sequence planl. vVhereas most people, 
l See pp • 6 and 7 • 
:1.7 
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and particularly t h e author , felt that the l atter t yp e which 
made a forced choi ce wa s more accurate, the p reference sequence 
style wa s adop ted . 
The next ques t ion to arise was how should the items b e 
presented . The Ku der Preference Re cord2 p resented t hree items 
at a time and ins tructed the testee t o i ndicate hi s f irst and 
third ch oices. But it was felt that this meth od would be too 
complicated f or the n on - reader. Tb.en ag ain, there were s p ace 
l imitations to consider, inasmuch as a sentence .occupi es only 
I 
a l i n e, but a p icture occupies hal f a page. And finally, a 
senten c e deals p rimarily ~;vith t hre e separate concepts, but a 
p icture deal s Yii th a g r eat many more . For thes e reasons, it 
\'las deci d ed that the pictures woul d be pre s ented by pairs, two 
pictures on each ·page, and by way of response to the test , the 
testee would i ndicat e ·his preference with resp ect to e a ch pair. 
This plan would combine efficien cy and simplicity-- t~o fun-
damental at tributes of any g ood test . 
Selection of pho t ographs. -- Before eng aging upon the 
actual \7orl-( of s electing the pho t ographs t o be used in the in-
ventory , it was necessary to dr aY/ up a l ist of sanmles v1ithin 
each categ or y 3 s o that t h e choice of p ictures mi gh t _ b e facili-
tated . Thi s done, the photograph s were then obtaine d from 
an ag en cy subsisting on the rental and sale of specialized 
2 Kuder, £!2.. · cit. 
3 Each g eneral fi eld, as listed on pag e 14. 
commercial photog raphs . The ultimate selection of each photo-
graph vms t he result of arduous compari s ons and c ontrasts of 
all photographs which mi ght 1ne et the criteria here lis ted: 
1. Ea ch picture must rep resent people working at a specifi c 
tas k . 
2 . This task mus t bear a direc t relationship to a specific 
vocationa l interest, that is, to a n occup ation. 
J . 'En.e picture mus t p ortray each specific v oc ational inter-
est a s nearl y completely a s possible. 
4· Each p ic ture should conta in a minimum of g lamor; y et it 
shou l d not b e e x ces s ively forbiddingL!-. 
5. Each photograph mu st have a backg x•ound encourag ing and 
n ot discourae ing its reduction to a size of 3i b i 4t. i n ches. 
6. It is preferred that only one p erson be shown at work in 
each picture; however, where teamworl~ is neces sary in the oc-
cup ation or whe r e t he re is an o therwise exceptionally g ood 
picture, this requirement should n ot stand in t h e way . 
7. An ample distribution s h ould be ma de with resp ect to the 
sex of the worker . 
8 . Each picture must be in good condition phys ically and 
pho t o gr aphically s o that poor qua lity wi l l not diminish its 
attractiveness or c aus e the testee to choose one picture over 
another merely because it is clearer or better - l ooldn g .from a 
ph ys ical standpoint. 
4- 1-m exception to this rule a re validity chec l{ s. 
::t9 
9· Each picture must be typical of the nature of work per-
formed in the category under which it is listed. 
10. Each picture should be applicable to present day working 
conditions. 
11. The g eneral nature of the work being done should be read-
ily intellig ible to most people, and the category under which 
the p icture falls should be intellig ible to all. 
12. No clue to the nature of the category should be d erived 
from the existence of any readable printi~g matter within the 
picture, and no label should be affixed to any picture. None 
should be necessary. 
Ten photographs were selected _to represent typical illus 
trations of the kind of work performed in each category. Since 
there are ten categories, this represented 100 pictures that 
could be used in the test. However, four additional pictures 
were added as a check on v a lidity alone, not to influence the 
regular scoring. This made the total sequence consist of 47 
p airs, p resented separately, or 94 different pictures. These 
n ictures compared each of the ten categ ories in preference to 
~ -
each other one, but did not compare any one to itself. 
It was possible to c~eck t h e validity of some of the 
photographs with respect to categ ory by presenting 26 of them 
to a jury consisting of the n1ember::~ of the Seminar in Guidance 
and Perso1Lnel5 at Boston University. Nearly all the items were 
5 There were 18 graduate students in the seminar, plus 
upheld; t wo were rejected; and two were retained pending an 
item analysis. 
Arrangement of items. -- It was mentioned6 that the test 
consists of 94 distinct photographs, each of which is used thre 
times in the test, once in each of three sequences. These se-
quences were patterned in the following way: the first was 
arrang ed from pairs of categ ory numbers chosen at rand om and 
begins: 1,9; 4,5; 1,2; •••• The second sequence runs lik e the 
first but in reverse orders: 9,1; 5,4; 2,1; . . . to 0,5; 4,9; 
1,8; 7,5. The third sequence runs backvmrd and takes every 
fourth item indiscriminately of order: 0,5; 4-,6; 6,1; ••• 2,6; 
6,0; 1,9. This pattern g ives an excellent di stribution of items 
and helps to b alance the test. 
It was found convenient to assign a number to each pic-
ture. The pictures were identified by the letter Q, followed 
b y the number of the category it represented, then followed by 
a serial number within that category (e.g., the picture of a 
violinist was numbered Q70, since 7 is the category number of 
the musical field). 
The pictures were arrang ed within the bounds of the cate-
g ory orders according to the criteria set up on p age 19. Spe-
cial attention was g iven to the amount of g lamor in each picture 
and an attempt was made to equate t hat factor on each page. 
6 See pag e lL~. 
Selection of form for p resentation. -- In searching for 
a suitable form for the presentation, a gain several criteria 
were established so that various methods might be more accu-
rate ly compared: 
l. The test should be handled fairly easily ; it should be 
portable without running the danger of displacing its items~ 
2. The arrangement of the items and the opportunity for re-
s p onse should be k ep t to ma x i mum simplicity. 
3. There should be no written directions except for the test-
er to read, and these should e x ist merely to facilitate and ex-
pedite the process of tak ing the test. In other words, if it 
became necessary to g ive the test to someone who could not speak 
a word of Eng lish, t ha t could be done and the directions ex-
plained with a few simple g estures. 
L~. The test should be easily prepared for a dministration. 
5. The test should be scored as easily as possible. 
6. The testee should not have to read numbers in order to 
make a selection. An answer pad could be acceptable only if it 
wa s arranged so that numbers would not have to be followed by 
the testee. 
7. The physical form should be minimally fatiguing to the 
testee. 
8. The test should be administered in a group setting . 
9. 'rhe photographs should be removable in the event that 
further research shows t h at a change in the order of items is 
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desirable or that the tester wishes to try a di~~erent order7. 
10. The test sh ould be kept in such a ~orm as to be most eco-
nomical without loss of accuracy or time expediency. 
The ~ollowing f orm was settled upon in t h at it was deem-
ed best suited to the purpose: each picture wa s reduced to size 
J! by 4! inches. The p a g e upon which each pair of pictures was 
mounted is made o~ very heavy paper, heavy enough to stand con-
siderable wear but not so heavy t hat it results in an undue in-
cumbrance. The pag e measures nine by t welve inches with the 
nine inch e dg e as the base. The pictures V'Tere placed on each 
page by me ans o~ a template which was cut from heavy cardboard 
acc ording to the following manner: 
A line was dravm parallel to the base midv1ay between the 
top e dg e and the base, cutting the page into t wo equal rec-
tangles. If the p icture to be used in one or both of the rec-
tangles is best sho\vn with the 4~ inch e dge parallel to the 
base, t hen the 4! inch edg e was p laced three fourths of an i n ch 
ab ove or below the dividing line, accordingly as the picture 
vYaS to be in the top or bottom rectangle respectively, and 2~ 
inche s ~rom the left side of the page thus mak ing a two inch 
margin on the right. 
If, on t he other hand , the p icture to be used in one or 
both of the rectangles is best shown with the 3~ inch edge 
7 This app lies only to the experimental editions. 
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parallel to the base, then the 3-ft inch edge was placed half' an 
inch above or below the dividing line, according ly as the pic-
ture was to be in the top or bottom rectangle respectively, and 
three inches from the left sid e of the page thus making a 2-ft 
inch mar g in on the right. 
The paper was punched twice at standard distances so 
that it mi ght be bound in a standard loose leaf binding. In 
order to reduce eye fatigue, a g lareless, medium shade of green 
vias selected as the color of the pag e. 
Tb.e method of p resen tation, then, may be surmnarily des-
cribed as a test book containing l4J_ pages with two pictures on 
8 
each page , each representing persons Vlorking at an occupation 
different in fundamental characteristics from any other on the 
same page, such tha t a choice or preference might be made b e-
tween each pair of pictures. This book was drawn up to meet 
those criteria which were established as necessary for efficien-
cy in presentation and comparison with other standards. 
Selection of form for response. It is, of course, an 
ab surdity to claim that a non-verbal test can be g iven and sig -
nificant results therefrom derived without the benefit of any 
languag e whatsoever. There are d egrees in the attainment o£ 
language skills, even in so crude a means of communication as 
sign l anguag e. Therefore, a non-verbal test must be prepared 
8 Arrang ed as photographs in the experimental e ditions. 
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.for administration to those who have mastered a certain level 
in the la..."lguag e arts whether they have mastered other skills 
or not. For examp le, one need not know that ~ capillary blood 
vessel is called such because of its resemblance to hair· a 
' 
person need not even recall the name if he recognizes capillary 
bleeding and knows how to treat it, and how to describe the 
symptoms and treatment. 
In t h is test, therefore, it is assumed that the p ictures 
have some languag e meaning to the .testee. It need not be that 
he can name the occupations, or even the work ers, but he must 
be able to describe to h i ms el.f what is being done as a basis 
for his judgment between two activities. 
The perfect non-verbal test contains only pictures or 
drawing s, and may be g iven with sign languag e. This test may 
be g iven in this manner by an examiner who . is thoroughly fa-
rr~liar with its structure and purposes. This is all done by 
providing the testee with an answer pad and the book; also a 
device for holding t h e answer pad so that he may turn the. test 
pages more conveniently. With the test book g o t wo boxes, one 
placed above the book and one placed below it while the test is 
being tak en. The testee tears one she et from the pad with each 
page and places it in the top or bottom box according ly as he 
prefers the top or bottom picture, respectively. These sheets 
are serially numbered to coincide with the test pages so that 
the test may be scored from a special sheet at its completion. 
In ord er that the testee may be sure that he is working on the 
right page with each sheet, every fifth page and every fifth 
sheet bear a blue star. If there should be a lack o£ corres-
pondence between book and pad, the examiner may be called to 
adjust it. 
This method of tak ing the test, however, is very uneco-
nomical for the person who can read numbers. A case in point 
is the student from France or Germany who speaks little En g lish 
but who nevertheless is as familiar with the system of Arabic 
numerals as are we who are giving the test. For them a second 
method is preferable. Instead of using the answer pads, boxes, 
and holders, a pencil and an answer sheet which may be scored 
by hru~d or by machine may be used. Here the pages are numbered 
in the book and the items are numbered on the answer sheet. 
The instructions may be g iven in any language but the response 
is the same for all. 
This same method may be used ·when testing students ·who 
come from homes where a forei gn languag e is spoken dominantly 
or who, for some other reason, can read numbers but have not 
the ability to read verbal expressions. 
This method may be used also on people who can read 
vwell. Administration by this method t akes less than a half-
hour ru1.d thus is economica l of time to the point where it can 
l 
~ 
l be easily g iven in less than a full class period9. Comparison 
between this test and others in the verbal area may be made 
more easily using this method. 
Scoring. -- ~~o types of scoring keys are necessary. 
The first consists of a paper containing the pag e numbers, seri 
ally ordered, and next to each, the classification number of' th 
top and bottom pictures according to the nurnbers on the tally 
sheet, all arranged under the column headings of page, top, and 
bottom. With this type, the scorer tallies the classifications 
as indicated by the sheets in each box, sums the tallies, and 
then converts to percentile scores. 
The other type consists of a set of stencils, punched 
according to the paper described in the preceding paragraph. 
rfuis is used to score the answer sheets, and consists o:f ten 
regular stencils and one validity stencil, the use of which 
will be d escribed in Chapter III. 
9 There is no time limit on the test; it takes about 
25 minutes on the averag e. There are bound to be some, however, 
who will tak e consid erably long er. 
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CHAPTER III 
TESTING AND ESTABLISHI NG NORMS 
Introductory. -- Having developed an instrument which , 
it is hoped, is worthwhile, t h e next task is to administer it 
to a sample of t h ose for whom it was prepared. Following t h is, 
a pattern of norms must be set up based on the results, and 
lastly, the statistical significance of those results must be 
mea sured. 
It has been stated previously that t h e test was designed 
so t hat it could be easily co1•related ·with the ten categories 
of vocational interest found in the Kuder Preference Record2 • 
In order t o test this instrument, then, it was necessary to ad-
minister the Kuder Preference Re cord first to a large n~unber of 
s tudents, select those whose scores f ell in t he valid rang e and 
·whose answer sheets were mechanically perfect, and then test 
them with t his instrument. The author was very fort1..mate in 
securing t h e full coop eration of the school which he selected 
for h is trial of the new test, with out which t he whole project 
would have nece s sarily been doomed to failure. 
Selection of the validating group. -- It has been t h e 
custom of t he sch ool sel0cted for t h e validating population to 
administer to its sophomores annually t h e Kuder Preference 
Record. This year, from January on, all the mffinbers of grade I 
--------- ---"--------------------·--------------------------------------- I 
l See page J.4.. 
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ten were administered Form C of the Kuder Preference Record. 
Therefore it was necessary only to correct those tests,. to 
select a group of students vrhose V sco:res2 fell betvieen 38 
and J.1J!- (the prescribed limits of the validity range), and to 
confi~n that the papers were mechanically perfect. 
This done, it 1.•ras necessary to arrange appointments 
with these students for study periods when they could tak e the 
Non-Verbal Inventory. Answer sheets were prepared, calling fo·r 
identifying data and providing spaces for scoring with the sten-j 
cils; pencils were provided to ensure a heavy marking; and a 
room wa s obtained with tables to mal{e the testees more comfort-
able. 
Of those students whose validity scores on the Kuder 
Preference Record made thffin eligible to be .included in the 
validating group, about twenty percent were lost through pro-
gram conflicts or other causes beyond control. Tne final popu-
lation consisted of 153 students of which 88 were girls and 65 
\1Yere boys. Of these 153 students, 11 were selected for retest-
ing 12 days after t h eir first test as a measure of reliability. 
These 11 students consisted of six boys and five girls. 
It must be emphasized that the only criteria for the 
selection of these students for any phase whatsoever of the 
testing were satisfactory validity scores on the Kuder 
2 Scores on the validity scale. 
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Preference Record and convenient program schedules. No attempt 
was made to test on the bas·is of intelligence, previous test 
I results, recomrnenda tions of teachers, or any other such basis 
which :mi ght tend to s k ew the results away from those which a 
r andom sample might produce. Students fl"'om all t yp es of pro-
' grams were amply represented: college preparatory, trade, com-
mercial, and general progrru11s were well represented in the 
sample. 
1i1Jh en these individuals were selected, their Kuder Prefer-
ence Record scores v;ere recorded on three by five inch cards, 
leaving room for the recording of their scores on t h is test 
also. T.nese cards were very useful for working out percentile 
distributions 
1
1 
essential for 
Giving 
for the Non-Verbal Inventory as ~<Yell as absolutely 
making the correlations. 
directions. -- The test vras given to several 
students at a tline but not to more than ten at once. Pencils 
1 were p assed out; answer sheets followed. A brief explanation 
II 
of why the test was being given was afforded the students. 
FolloY:ring t h is, t h e directions for ad.ministration were read by 
t he exa"''1.iner and oral instructions v:ere given to t h e students. 
The students filled in the requisite data on the answer 
sheets as soon as t h ey were received. In addition, they were 
asked to place the date in the upper right hand corner (this 
was erroneously omitted on the answer sh eets). During t h e t est 
1 no ques tions were answered which '.:7ould tend to help t h e testee 
ll 0 
'I 
ij ~ 
'I 
I 
I 
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interpret the pictures; other questions were answered freely. 
A new set of directions will be found in the appendix, dravrn 
up from the light of experience with the old set (also included 
t h ere). It is not imperative that the directions be given such 
exact wording, but the same ideas must be conveyed in the srune 
order if the test is to be properly adm.inistered. Therefore, 
it is recommended t h at the directions be aillLered to fairly 
rigidly • 
. Timing. -- Due to the nature of the test, t h ere was no 
time limit set for taking it. The average time taken was about 
25 minutes. Tnere were some who took less than 15 minutes, but 
these cases did not occur often. Only one person failed to 
finish by the end of the period, and that individual came in 
several minutes late, made a mistake on her paper, . and becmae 
h opelessly confused by not following the directions. Here is 
a definite advantage over the Kuder Preference Record which 
requires from lJ_o to 60 minutes on the average for high school 
students. 
Reactions to the Inventorv. -- After the students were 
well along in the test but before any one of the group had 
finished it, the students were invited to set dovn1 their opin-
ions of the test on the reverse side. They were asked to ex-
press their preference for this test or the Kuder Preference 
Record, together with the reasons for t h eir preference. They 
were urged to answer honestly and carefully, but no answer was 
I 
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required to be given unless the student were willing to answer. 
The results will be more fully elaborated upon in Chapter JI:V, 
but it will suffice to say here that the vast majority of 
students tested preferred this type of test, although many 
valid criticisms were offered. 
Scoring the inventories. In using the answer sheet 
form of the test, v~~ich is aL~ost mandatory for the testing of 
such a large group, scoring was done by means of eleven stencils 
numbered consecutively to correspond to the categories of the 
test: 0, Outdoors; l, Mechanical; 2, Computational; 3, Scienti-
1 fie; ~-' Persuasive; 5, Artistic; 6, Literary; 7, Musical; 8, 
! s ocial Service; 9, Clerical; and V, Validity. 'rhese stencils 
I 
were punched so that when they were properly placed over an an-
I 
sv1er sheet, the number of blacked-in spaces could be counted as 
1 the raw score for that category. By means of a slit in the sten-
11 cil, the score could be ilUL"'l.ediately recorded on the answer sheet 
in the appropriate place. 
Estimating ~ theoretical percen tile distribution. -- In 
order to see approximately how the scores were coming out, and 
in order to see how a theoretical distribution would look, the 
mean, standard deviation, and percentile score for each raw 
score v;rere computed on a theoretical basis. One might say this 
would represent the true percentile distribution o . .f those an-
swering merely by chance. T'.o.e estimate was made on the basis 
loi' a binomial distribution to procure the mean and standard 
deviation, and the result s were then fitte d to a n ormal curve 
of f requency distribution for the percentile scores. ~~is 
theoretical p ercentile distribution is presented in Table I. 
TABLE I. 'l'HEOHETI CJiL PEHCENTI LE SCORES FOR TIIE BERG NON- VERBAL 
I NTERES T I NVENTORY , BASED ON 1-\. BINOMIAL DISTRIBUTION 
Raw Percentile Raw Percentile 
Score .Score Score Score 
27 991 13 L!-3 
26 99~ 12 28 ~E 99 ll 16 99~ 10 8 23 99 9 3 
22 991 8 2 21 99/- 7 1 
20 9~ 6 1-19 g l-18 ~6 1-
17 ( ~4 3 0 16 2 0 
ig 72 1 0 57 0 0 
Table I presents t he theoretical percentile scores ar-
rived at by taking the mean raw score at 13.5. The standar d 
clevia tion is g iven by the binomial formula a- = j Npq , where Np 
is the mean and q = 1. The standard deviation comes ou t to be 
2.46, and the scores of Table I are derived f rom the formula 
for the area under the normal curve3. 
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Determining the true nercentile distribution. -- ~ne 
theoretical percentile scores, while valuable for a quick view 
of the tendencies oi' the scores in general, were not at all 
adequate for determining the individualfs true status in the 
testing population with respect to the several categories and 
so it became necessary that the true percentile distributions 
i'or each sex within each category be determined. This was done 
by determining the number of boys and the nU!llber of girls who 
got a particular score on the test, arranging them in a cumula-
tive pattern, and with a slide rule, determining the percentile 
rating of each score. 
The validity score. In building an inventory oi' this 
nature, it was felt desirable to have some way oi' check ing on 
the consistency of responses. For that reason, the validity 
scale was set up. Thus far it is merely a subjective device 
for checking consistency. It was developed in three ways: 
first, by selecting occupations that most people would not or-
dinarily choose and comp aring them with others that they would 
be more likely to pT•efer; second, by repeating two pairs each 
in reversed order; and third, by drawing on similar pairs with 
respect to category and watch ing for consistency. 
Tile validity stencil was colored so that there would be 
one color for each category represented. Upon reviewing the 
arrangement of the colors and the preferences, and ai'ter com-
paring those preferences with the raw scores of each category, 
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a rair estimate could be made of the validity of the test. 
There is little doubt but that this measure can be vastl 
improved and objectified. Hovfever, it does not seem at all wis J 
' to attempt it until an item analysis has been completed and the 'I 
test i tsel.f improved. Until such time as the score is improved,! 
though , it might well be the only means whatever o.f check ing I 
for carelessness, fabrication, and indifference any one of 
which will render valueless this or any other test. 
Recording the data. -- The use of three by five inch 
cards .for recording data has previously been mentionedLb. ~No 
types o.f cards were used to record the test results. One type 
was used to record by categories! l) the ravr scores on the 
Kuder Preference Record, 2) the percentile scores on the Kuder 
Preference Record, 3) t h e raw scores on the Non-Verbal Interest 
Inventory, and 4) t h e true percentile scores on the Non-Verbal 
Interest Inventory. The other type was used only for those 
people who were tested and retested with the Non-Verbal Inter-
est Inventory and recorded by categories: 1) the raw scores o-n 
the Non-Verbal Interest Inventory for each testing, 2) t h e 
t h eoretical percentile scores on the Non-Verbal Interest In-
ventory for each testing, and 3) the true percentile scores 
on the Non-Verbal Interest Inventory for each testing. All 
cards bore the name of t h e testee, the h ome room number, and 
the bri~1t red initial B .for boys or G for girls. All 
4. See page 30. 
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recording, of course, wa s done with two objects in mind: first, 
the development of the true percentile norms, and second, the 
facilitation of the first step in the correlations to be made. 
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CB.APTER IV 
ANALYZING AND INTERPRETI NG THE RESULTS 
Introductory. -- Having developed the plan and the 
instr~~ent; having administered the test and established some 
basic norms; and having assembled and recorded the data, v1 e may 
now set about evaluating the instr1.-uaent. This is done by com- I 
puting the coefficient of reliability, arrived at by obtaining 
the coefficient of correlation between the tests as given for 
the first time and the retests after a certain leng th of time 
has elapsed; computing the coefficients of correlation between 
the Non-Verbal Interest Inventory and a standard instrument in 
the fieldl, by categories; and deriving the standard error and 
the p rob able error of each coefficient. 
Correlation procedures. -- All correlations were done by 
means o f Durost-Walker Correlation Charts2. These charts were 
chosen because they not only facilitate the computation of 
Pearson product-moment coefficients of correlation, but also 
\ because they furnish check s at frequent intervals, thus 
enabling the computer to present his figures with absolute 
confiden ce as to t heir accuracy. 
The following correla tions were made: 1) reliability; 
2) ten correl ations with the Kuder Preference Record according 
l See pages 1L~ and 28. 
2 Durost, W. N., and Walker, H. M., Durost-Walker 
Correlation Chart. 
to categ ories 3 , for boys; and 3) ten correlations with t h e 
Kuder Preference Record according to categories, for g irls. 
Reliability correlations were made by correlating the 
raw scores made by t h e individual s , irrespective of sex and 
c ateg ory, with t h e cor•resp onding ravv scores made by the same 
individuals on the retest. 
The correlations with the Kuder Preference Record were 
made by correlating the percentile scores made on that ins tru-
ment with the corresponding true percentile scores made on the 
Non-Verbal Int erest Inventory, within an interval of five 
percentiles, for each individual. ~nese correlations were 
broken donn by sex and by category . 
The formula for t h e Pearson product-moment coefficient 
of correlation is l:XiYi r == Ncrxcry • An equivalent formula for this 
coefficient is g iven by r _ cr~,tcrj-cr!-x. 
- 2a-x cry 
In the se formulae, r 
represents the co efficient of corre l a t i on, Xi and Yi represen t 
the p roduc t moments of the X andY s c o r es respecti vely , N 
re-o r e sents t he number of score s (the p opulation ) , a- r epresen ts 
... 
the standar d deviation, and the subscrip ts indicate the sets to 
whi ch t he stand~_rd deviation refers. 
The formula by vvhich we may find t he standar d error 
3 See page lLI-· 
,8 
of t he coeff icient of correlation i s l - r2 h CTr = /"N , w ere o-r 
repre s ents t he s t anda r d error of t h e coeffici ent. 
The probable error of the coefficient of correlation is 
obtained by multiply ing the stan dard error by .6711-5. 
Reli ability. -- The coefficient of reliability was 
obta ined by securing ll studen ts wh o h ad tak en the test on the 
f irst day it was given, and readministering the t e st to t h em. 
The se ll studen ts were ch osen so as t o g e t an app r oxima tely 
even n~mb er of boys and g irls, and t h ese p articula r ones were 
chosen simp ly because their programs madeit convenient for them. 
At no time until t he day before t h e retest did t h e students 
know that t h ey would be recalled, and not until they arr ived 
did t h ey know that they would tak e the test a gain. 
The population for t h e reliability check consisted of 
six boy s and five g irls, each of whom obtained ten numerical 
scores each time the test vYas taken. It wa s felt proper to 
disp ense with t h e sex factor in establishing reliability, and 
so the re was no differentiation made on that count. With this 
arrang ement, the nurnbe r of items to be correlated was 110. 
The correla tion yielded a coeff icient of .891, with a 
standard error of .0216 and a probable error of .OlLi-5· These 
fi gures suggest t h a t the test i s reliable with a g ood degree of 
cons istency. Perhap s after an item analy sis has b e en performed, 
t his figure may be i mp roved. 
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It was interesting to note that of the ll students tes-
ted, three scored a valid rating , three scored an invalid 
rating , and the other five scored as doubtful, the first tLme 
they took t he test. Thus this reliability coefficient must be 
reg arde d as a cons ervative estimate of reliability, inasmuch as 
the proportion of invalid tests was abnormally high in t he ; 
sample. 
Validity. -- Table II represents the first effort to 
measure validity, by correlating t h e scores on this test vii th 
those of the Kuder Preference Record . 
T_A_BLE II. COEF F ICIENTS OF CORRELATION BETViEEN THE BERG NON-
o. 
1
1. 
2. 
i 3. jl+. 
s. 
6. 
7. 
8 . 
l<l. 
VERBAL I NTEREST INVENTORY AND TH E K"LJDER PREFEREN CE RECORD, 
FORWI C, F OR BOYS AND GIRLS , TOGETHER Wier.;:':~ THE STAl\Jl..)ARD 
ERROR AND THE PROBABLE ERROR Olil EACE COEFFICIENT 
Category 
Outdoors 
Mechanical 
Computational 
Scientific 
PePsuasive 
Artistic 
LitePary 
Musical 
Soci s. l Service 
Clerical 
r 
-532 
.675 
.519 
.503 
.617 
.386 
.SrJ9 .si~o 
.6oo 
._561 
Boys 
O"'r 
.0889 
. 067LL 
.0906 
.0926 
.0760 
.loSS 
.0852 
.0878 
. 079L~ 
.o8So 
P .E. 
. 0599 
• oLL5L~ 
.0611 
. o621.t 
.0517 
. 0710 
. o57L!-
.o59l 
.0535 
.0573 
r 
.591 
.359 
.629 
-351 
• 76h. 
Girls 
.0813 
.0930 
.0873 
.0733 
.0884 
.0700 
.0929 
. o6l~~ 
.0935 
. oill-
P . E . 
.o5h.8 
.o627 
.0588 
• 0~-9l! 
.0595 
• ol~~~ 
.062c 
. oh.34 
.063c 
. 029c; 
The rang e of correlation coefficients in Table II r1..ms 
I fr om . 386 to .675 for the boys, and from .351 to .76L~ for t h e 
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g irls. This table was based on the scores of 65 boys and 88 
g irls v.rho took the test. It did not include any retests. 
The arithmetic mean of coefficients for the boys is 
.5592; t he mean for the g irls is .488L!-• This indicates jus t 
about the result one would expect-- that the test is g eared 
slightly more to t h e interests of boys thro~ of girls. n~e boys 
coefficients seem to be more compact; the g irls' coefficients 
cover a wider rang e and are more widely scattered. This would 
sugg est that the b oys' interests, at least as compared with the 
interests acknowledged on the Kuder Preference Record, are 
slightly more stable tha n those of the girls. This, howev er, 
n e e d not necessarily be the case inasmuch as t h e p opulation was 
weigh t e d somewh a t more heavily in favor of t h e g irls. 
If one take s as significant a difference in the value of 
t he coefficient of correlation of .100 or greater between t h e 
sex es on each categ ory , then he finds a stronger correl a tion 
with the Kuder Preference Record for the boys in t h e categ ories: 
Mech anical, Persuasive, Literary, and Social Service. The 
s tronger correlation re s ts with t h e g irls in the categories: 
Art i stic and Cle rical. And t he re is no significant difference 
in the strength of the correlations in the categories: Outdoors, 
Computational, Scientific, and Musical. 
Table III presents t he mean coe fficien ts of correlation 
betwe e n t he two tests irrespective of sex, but seriated accor-
ding to the rank order of t h e c f:'_tegories. 
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TABLE III. MEAN COEFF'ICIENTS OF CORRELATION BETWEEN THE BERG 
NON-VB;RBAL INTERES T INVENTOTIY AND Tl-IE KUDER PREFERENCE 
RECORD , FORM C, ACCORDING TO RANK ORDER OF' CATEGORIES 
Categ ory rB I r a r B I ra 2 
9· Clerical 1.325 .663 7. Musical 1.169 .585 
3. Scientific 1.061 
-531 
l. Mechanical 1.032 .516 
L;. . Persua sive 1.031 .516 
5. Artistic -977 .L~89 
o. Outdoors .968 .!j_8t 
8. Social Service 
-951 .47 
2. Computationa l • 9Lili . L_72 
6. Literary .918 .LL5g 
By summing the coe fficients of correlation in each 
c ateg ory, and then taking the arithmetic mean , the streng th of 
t h e correlation in e ach c at egory may be serially observed. 
Table III present s such a ranl( grouping . From this table it is 
observed that t h e Clerical, Musical, and Scientific scales are 
best correlated , indicating that both tests tend to measure 
these interests in the same vmy, whereas there is not s o much 
ag r e ement on the Social Service, Computational, and Literary 
scale s. Indeed , the mean of t h ese mean coefficients is .519, 
wi th a standard deviation of .060. This would p lace the Cleri-
cal score more than t vro standard devia tions above the mean ; it 
would place t he Music a l s core more than one s tan dard deviation 
above the mean; and it would p lace the Literary score exactly 
one standard deviation below the me an, with all other s cores 
falling r;ithin one standard deviation of the mean. 
If it were assumed t hat t h e Kuder Preference Re cord is 
perfec tly valid, which it p rob ably is not, and if i t were 
further assumed that its arrang ement o f items was by fa,.r t h e 
best set of items pred ict ing true vocational interests , which 
is yet mor e improbab l e , then this test would be o f dubious 
value. Ina smu ch as the Kuder Preference :rte cord must be con -
sidered as valid f or t h e purp oses of comparison, there are 
differen c es that a re fundamental between the t ests that must 
make any correlation between them understandably smaller, 
thou£~~ stil l positive . 
Th e greatest d ifference, probab l y , is that every item 
on t he Non - Verbal I nterest Inventory p ictures a pers on at worl-:: 
in a spec ific occupation . The i tems on t he Ku d er Preferenc e 
Re cor d do not alway s involve a ctua l voc a tiona l labor , but 
of tentL'11_es avoc c. tional oc cupat i on s . Then a gain, t h e Ku d er 
Preferen c e Record suggests by t he written wor d a mental i mage 
uhic:1. h a s been previously f o rme d in the mind of the testee - a 
p i c ture , a s it were, long since fanned in the l i~1.t of the 
testee' s k nowledg e , experienc es , and p rejudic es. The Non-
Verba l Interest Inventory , however , p r e sents a ready imag e t o 
t h e mind vrhi ch may c ause a comparison vri t:n t h e i mage alre ady 
formed , a nd render judgment mor e deliberat e. 
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Evaluating the category groups. -- :lin orcler to lay the 
grotmdworl~ for the improvement of the pictures within each cate-
gory , it becomes necessary first to understand the streng ths 
and weaknesses of the several categories as they nowexist. 
The Outdoors group had an advantage in that there could 
be no doubt about the inclusion of that common factor in all 
t he occup ations presented; however, t h ere are few occupations 
that may be classified as purely outdoor activities. There 
are many occupations, for ex amp le selling, where t h e worker is 
p rimarily outdoors but which cannot be typ ified in a test such 
as this because of conflict with other categories. Thus ma ny 
of the outdoors occup ations were not too demanding in the 
amount of s k ill involved. Thi s fault may be overcome by a 
revised form of the test with a system of weighting the resp on-
ses so t hat due emphasis may be g iven to all the categories 
represented i n the occup ation (of course, it is understood that 
the best items are those ·which discriminate the most between 
one category and all others; yet it must be re alized t h at in 
cases such as this, a better p icture can be obtained by using 
certain we ll-ch osen comb inations than by using the pure cate-
gory method, i nasmuch as most occupat ions draw upon many cate -
gories o ther than the predominating one first thought of in 
connection with that occupation). 
'Ihe Mechanical group d id not correlate quite as highly 
as might have been presupposed. Perhap s one of t h e reasons 
f or t n is wa s the categorical separation that was found both er-
some wi t h t h e Ou t door group. dertai"nly , h i gh mech a n ica l s k ills 
are an essential attribute of eng ineers who are daily a dding to 
t h e ·world's tech..nolog ical lcnowledg e. more items ar e needed 
h ere and more integration is needed with the other categories. 
Item. a nal y sis sh ould p rove moderately h elp ful here but it c an-
not be likely to i.111p rove t h e scale much by itself. 
To t h e subjective observer, t h e Computational group 
vvoulcl be the most like l y to vary from t h e computational c ate-
g ory of the Kuder Preference Record. This is due to the fact 
that t h e computational c ategory of t h at instrument is based 
upon interest in t h eoretical mathematics and associated s k ills, 
whereas this test bases its classification on the use of calcu-
lating mach ines and associated s k ills, not to the exclusion of 
theoretical work but on a more practical base. The criticism 
may be made t h a t t h e use o.f calculating nachines involves 
clerical sk ills rather than computat i onal s k ills. To some e x -
tent, t h is is based on d efinition. But it seems clear, on 
second sight , t hat to 'op erat e any kind of computational machine 
mos t effe c t ively tak es a g ood deal of k nowledg e of mathemati cal 
princip les. Then too, t h e clerical work er may have task s to 
p erf orm: filing , taldng d ictation, copy i n g , ordering, etc. 
wh ile t h e p erson b eh ind t h e a dding mach ine usually does only 
one thing , and t h a t is t o work vri th nUlnbers. In this a g e o f 
machines, t h e days of long column add ition as a routine are 
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practically over. This scale, then, can be improved only 
through item analysis and .further correlative techniques. 
The Scientific group correlated somewhat better t h an 
average. The ch ief difficulty here was the inability to g ive 
pictorial expression to the myriads of occupations t h at mi ght 
be labeled as scientific. The only recourse for this edition 
was to select the most popular occupations dealing flh~damen-
tally in scientific and tecl~ological work. This scale can 
be improved by leng t h ening it to include other scientifically 
bas e d occupations and, of course, by the item analysis. 
There is little doubt that persuasive, as it applies 
to vocational interests, means selling. Selling onesel£ has 
come to be a universal prerequisite to any type of vocation. 
Therefore, the Persuasive group has been based largely on 
selling and a dvertising of all fo1~s. This is another scale 
t hat can be improved only by item analysis. A quantitative 
increase in the number of pictures sh ould not by itself prove 
too valuab le. 
IJ.ne Artistic group seemed to measure more consistently 
with girls than with boys. IJ.he reasons for this should be 
brought out by an item analysis. Here again, art is applied 
to vocational interests to a far greater extent t h an it is to 
avocational. interests and youthful pursuits as it is on the 
Kuder Preference Record. The value of this scale can be appre-
ciated only in the light of further study. 
I 
I 
I 
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1~e Literary group fell lowest of all in strength of 
correlation with the Kuder Preference Record. The reason for 
this is fundamentally that it is difficult to obtain enough 
good varied pictures to illustrate many occupations in this 
field that are predominantly literary. There is little doubt 
that of all the scales, this is the weakest. It can be improvec 
somev1hat by item analysis, but it vlill probably have to be com-
pletely revised before it can become as effective as one would 
like to have it. 
The most clearly demarcated of all the groups is the 
·Musical. This shows itself by a fairly high correlation as 
compared to the other categories, .but again is somewhat higher 
f or t he girls. Perhaps this scale presents a view of a career 
in music more than does the verbal scale snd thus is more valu-
able for the plirpose. Item analysis may help , but the scale as 
it now stands appears to be good and stable. 
The Social Service group app ears to be much more stable 
f or boys than for girls . Item analysis should bring out the 
difficulty if there is one. Perhaps an increase in the quanti-
ty of occupation-types represented here would help . There is · a 
need here too for a weighted response scale so that other cate-
gories might be integrated with social service. More study is 
needed of this group, especially in the fields of item analysis 
and the possibility of expanding the scale. 
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The best-correlated scale by far is the Cler'ical group 
which, lik e the Artistic and Musical group s, is much better 
correlated among the girls than with the boys. This would be 
expected inasmuch as the category is essentially built around 
the conmercial program as offered by the high school, which, 
o f course, is recognized as a g irlsJ progrrun. This scale also 
may be i mproved by item analysis, but it is presently evident 
that it measures on the whole just about what the Kuder Prefer-
ence Record measures, for the girls at least. 
On the whole, the indications are that the ·test does 
measure vn~at the Kuder Preference Record attemp ts to meas~Te, 
although perhaps not to the degree whi ch one would prefer. 
There is evidence that the t wo instruments are attempting to 
measure t h e same thing in different ways , and so the results 
in tha t case could not be expected to be much greater. 
Inasmuch as the Validity scale has already been di s-
cussed4 there is no need to discuss it further, except to 
p oint out t hat it mi v1t well be objectified after the rest of 
the test is i mproved. 
Tes ting adults and students not of this validating 
grouu. -- The author had the privilege of testing several per-
sons other than the group used in v a lidating the test. In . all 
cases, the results 'uere highly satisfactory . One adult tested 
4 See page 31~. 
showed unm.istakable signs of an interest in engineering and a 
side interest in music. This individual, it turned out, had 
worked with an engineering firm in earlier days and had left 
it only because an opportunity arose for him to earn a much 
better living in a closely related occup ation. His wife was 
i gnorant of the music interest, but he hastened to assure her 
t hat the t est vvas perfectly correct in its results. 
In anoth er case, a high school senior took the test as 
a jolre , more or less. She confided that she had taken the 
Kuder Preference Record and the results had been most unsatis-
factory. \Vhen she finished this test, she agreed t hat the re-
sul ts ·were very accurate with but one minor exception. 
The other cases were less spectacular, but nevertheless 
liaportant as they showed that the test was valid for the p eop le 
thus tested. In those few cases where the Kuder Preference 
Record was also taken, the results were generally in line on 
both. In those cases vn~ere the results did vary, the testee 
nearly ever;;r time chose the Non-Verbal Interest Inventory as. 
the more accurate of the two.5. 
Reactions to t h e test. -- It was mentioned before6 that 
at the time the test was administered, the testees were asked 
to comment briefly on both instruments. Some of the comment s 
cases 
.5 In all fairness, it must be explained that in 
the Kuder had been given several months earlier. 
6 See page 31. 
some 
I 
I 
I 
II 
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were flatly opposed to others, but inasmuch as they rep resented 
the opinions of the individuals they were valid. The author at 
no tLme indicated to the students t h at h e v1as seeking to valid-
ate h is test, but stressed that he wanted strictly honest an-
swel"'S to the questions asked . 
The students as a whole seemed to feel that the Kuder 
Preference Record was more complete than the oth er, but that 
the Non-Verbal Interest Inventory wa s more interesting to take . 
Some fe l t that the occupations on the Non-Verbal test were not 
varied enough- an excellent criticism. Some fe lt that the 
surroundings influenced the choice too much. Criticisms were 
made (but not many) of the bulkiness of the test and the dan-
g er of turning t wo pages at once. Some had difficulty in dis-
tinguishing what certain workers were doing . Several expressed 
t he vievrp oint t hat they thought it was an excellent test. Many 
felt that this test was sh orter and hence less fati guing. A 
few felt t hat t h e occupation could b e more easily visualized 
by means of the pic tures than by words . Some resented the 
forced choice. A few expressed the feeling t hat the test was 
less boring than the other. One girl f elt t h at this test was 
too long . Several claimed that this test made more sense than 
the other. Nearly all t h e students felt t h at seeing t h e occu-
pations not only made the test more interesting , but gave them 
someth ing to think about before answering . A few thought that 
it wa s confusing because the pictures were repeated. Some felt 
I so 
tha t it was easier to cho ose b e tween tv10 p ictures than tl>...ree 
verbal expressions. 
In general , these conuuents were repeated over and over 
a gain. . ~~!bile a great many fe lt t hat the Kuder· Pr eference 
Record off ered a wider range to ch oose from, nearly all con-
curre d i n say ing t hat t h e Non- Verbal I nterest Inventory was by 
far more interesting and especially valuable in presenting a 
tangi b l e p ictorial representation of ot h erwise vague terms7 . 
Thus it appears t h a t this type of test is preferred by the 
s tuden ts, and steps sh ould be taken to take advantage of t h is 
natural r eaction so t hat this type of instrument may be used 
1.1vi t h m.ore confidence and more validi t~r. 
7 See Ass1-unp tion 3, page 13. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSI ONS Alli'D SUGGESTIONS FOR FUHTHER RESEARCH 
Conclusions. -- Having explained the nature of the prob-
lem, described the plan and the structure of the instrmnent, 
established t h e norms on a sample population, measured the 
validity and reliability of the test, and ascertained some o~ 
the reactions to it, one is now in a position to form some 
general conclusions as to the value of the test. 
Certainly, there is no doubt but that the test is merely 
a start in the direction of measuring interests with non-verbal 
techniques; there is no doubt but that the test may be improved, 
revised, and improved again. But there appears to be little 
doubt that the results of this first attempt have value and are 
worth developing to t h e fullest. The correlations have indi-
cated a fairly high degree o·f reliability (the Kuder reli.abili-
ties run from .84 to .92) and the coefficients of correlation 
between this test and the Kuder Preference Record have all been 
significantly positive. 
But the greatest satisfactions are now in the offing. 
'lnis instrument has been designed not for those who can benefit 
from verbal instruments, but for those for whom this may be the 
only feasible evaluator o·f their interests- for those whose 
reading ability is deficient- for those who have great diffi-
culty with the English language. In t h e hands of these p eop le 
will the ultimate value of this instr"t.L.'nent and those to follow 
it be decided. 
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Suggestions for further research. -- The results of t h is 
instrurnent have clearly indicated the need for a thorough item 
analysis. 1his is the only step that should next be tak en. 
Follovling t hat, t he t est should be revised, its form improved, 
and perhaps its structure. The test should then be administer -
ed to a larg e S&"'llp le of students and adults of all levels, but 
narticularly t h e high school and jtu~ior college levels, in a 
new attempt to measure the reliability. 
Validity studies should be continued. This ins t rument 
and its successors should be measured a gainst all the ma jor 
interest inventories on the market and against persons Viho have 
attained s a tisfaction in their ch osen vocations. 
And last of all, continuous a ttempts should be made to 
revitalize the program of measuring interests to the end t h at 
it becomes more and more meaningful to the testee and the re-
sults become more and more valuable as indicators of the best 
paths to h~man satisfactions. 
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APPE}IDIX 
BERG NON-VERBAL IN TERE ST INVENTOWI 
Directions for Administration 
Using t h e Answer Sheets . 
Set the test book on a large desk or table . Se t an 
answer sheet beside it or di s tribute them to the class to-
gether, if given in a g roup setting . Supply t he testees with 
a.11. I . B . M. or a number one penc il. 1JV11. en all the examinees are 
seated, read the fo llowing directions aloud: 
NO DOUBT YOU ARE CUHIOUS ABOU~r THIS BOOK IN F'RONT OP 
YOU. OPEN IT UP -- YOU SEE THAT I T CONTAINS A SET OF PICTURES , 
T\VO ON EACH PAGE . THE PICTTJRES SHOH PEOPLE WORKING AT 
Dil<'l"EHENT JOB S . 
NOW THIS IS NOT A TEST I N THE USUAL SENSE BE CAU ,3E THERE 
ARE NO WRONG AN SWERS IF YOU ANSW"ER J\.,3 Vv'ELL AS YOU CAN . YOU ARE 
TO LOOK AT EACI-I PAGE CAREFULLY, AliD DECIDE WFIICH JOB YOU WOULD 
RATHE H DO IF YOU ABSOLUTELY HAD TO CHOOSE ONE OF THEM . IF YOU 
CHOOSE THE TOP PICTURE ON PAGE ONE , WU-l.KE A Ml-l.RK ON YOUR ANS\'iER 
SHEET OPPOSITE THE l\TUI.IBE?t ONE I N THE LEFT CO LUMN ; IF YOU 
CHO OSE THE BOT TOM PIC TURE , MAI'ill A IlfU-i. RK ON YOUH ANSWER SHEE T I N 
THE RI GHT CO LUMN . ANSWER THI S WAY UNTIL YOU FINI SH . 
PAY NO ATTEN'riON TO VVHETHE: B YOU FEBL YOU CAN DO T:HE JOB 
OH NOT ; THE D !lfORTAHT THING I S , Vu'OULD YOU WANT TO DO IT IF 
YOU HAD TI-IE ABILI'Y.f AND THE TRAI NING . PAY NO ATTENTION TO 
VJHE THER TI-IE P T!:RSJ :n WOEKING I S A TI'!J.\.N OE A WOMAN, YOUNG OR OLD , 
WORKING ALONE OR VVITH OTffi RS . EENIEMBER TI-I AT IN EVERY PICTURE , 
SO MEONE I S \!VORKING. 
~ I 
THERE IS NO TI I\tlli LI MIT, BU'l' YOU SHOULD BE FINI SHED I N 
LESS THAH F OHT'f MI NUTES . ARE 'rHERE AHY QUES TIONS? 
Answer all pertinent questions, here and during the 
test . 
ALL RI GHT , GO AE:EAD . BE SURE TO ANSVffiR EVERY I TET~i . 
During the test, the exami ner should check each individ-
ual to see t ha t he is answering properly. Absolute silence 
should be maintained . 
BERG NON-VERBAL INTEREST INVENTORY 
New Directions for Administration 
A. Using the Answer Sheets. 
Set the test book on a large desk or table. Se t an 
answer sheet beside it or distribut e t hem to the class t o-
ge ther if given in a group setting . Supply the testee s with 
an I . B . M. or a numb e r one pencil. V\f'.nen all the exami nees are 
seated, hav e them fill out the information c alled for on the 
answer sheet (name , grade, s chool, home room number, age, and 
the date; have t h e examiner fill in the space on handicaps if 
any exist) if they are able to d o so. When all have finished, 
read the foll owing direc tions aloud: 
NO DOUBT YOU ARE CURIOUS ABOUT THIS BOOK I N FRONT OF 
YOU. OPEN IT UP - YOU SEE THAT I 'I' CONTAINS A SE'r OF P ICTURE S , 
Tv-VO ON EACH PAGE . TI-IE P ICTU RES SHOVV PEOPLE WORKI NG AT 
DIFFERENT JOB S . 
NOW T.diS I S NOT A TEST IN THE USUAL SENSE BECAUSE THERE 
ARE NO WRO NG ANSWERS IF YOU ANSvVER AS WELL AS YOU CAN . YOU ARE 
TO LOOK AT EACH PAGE CAREFULLY , AND DE CIDE v'IJHICH J OB YOU WOULD 
RA THER DO IF YOU ABSOLUTELY HAD TO CHOOSE ONE OF THEN! . YOU 
MAY LI KE BOTH JOBS , OR DISLIKE BOTH JOBS , BUT YOU MUS'r CHOOSE 
ONE THAT YOU LIKE BETTJ<~R 'rHAN TI-lli O'YifE R . IF YOU CHOO SE 'EriE TOP 
PICTURE ON l-'AGE ONE , l\tlA..KE A MARK ON YOUR ANSWER SHEET OPPO SITE 
T'.dE 1'UMBER ONE I N 'YrlE LEFT COLUiviN ; IF YOU CHOOSE 'YrlE BOTTOM 
PICTURE , r.IA:K:E: A IvL4. RK ON YOUH ANSWER SHEET IN 1"'HE RIGHT COLUMl'-T . 
ANSWER THIS WAY UNTIL YOU l<'INISH . 
If this test is to be given to a group, it may help to 
draw a pi c ture of the first few items of the answer sheet on 
the blackboard, t hus showing pictoria lly hovv to answer the 
questions. Then continue : 
l 
PAY HO ATTEN'J:II ON TO WHETHER YOU FEEL YOU CAN DO 'I'HE JOB 
OR NOT ; THE I MP ORTANT TI-IING I S, \VOULD YOU WANT 1D DO IT I F 
YOU HAD THE ABI LITY AND THE TRJ-\.INI NG . PAY NO ATTENTION TO 
VVHETHEH THE PErtSON VVORKING IS A NAN OR A WOiviAN , YOUNG OR OLD , 
YVORKIYG ALONE OR WI T::{ OTI-illRS. HEiviE!'/IBER TH£-'1. T I N KVERY PICTU~ E , 
SOMIWNE I WORKI NG . 
THERE I S NO TIME LIMIT, BUT YOU SHOULD FINI 3H I N ABOUT 
HALF AN HOUR . ARE THERE Alfi QUE STI ONS? 
Answer a ll pertinent questions, her e and durin ,:> the 
te s t. 
YOU NU1.Y NOT UNDERS 'I'AND VVHAT SOME OF THESE WORKBRS ARE 
DO I NG. JUST DO THE BES·r YOU CAN UNDEH THOSE COND I 'I'ION S . 
ALL RIGHT , GO AHEAD. BE SU0.E TO ANS\VEH EVERY ITE1·• . 
During the t e st, t he ex amine r should chec k eac~."l indivi d -
ual to se e that h e is answering properly. Absolute silen ce 
shoul d be maintaine d . The te ste e s may be di smi s sed when they 
have fini shed . 
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B. Using t h e Ntunbered Pads. 
Se t the test b ook on a large desk or table . Place a n 
op e n b ox just above it and another jus t b e low it. Set the 
answer p ad firml y in t h e h older and clip t h e holder to t h e 
back cover of the book so that t he pad is exposed ·when the 
book i s op ened. 
Record each t estee's name, grade, school, h ome room 
number, the date, and all other pertinent informa tion desired 
on a separate piece of paper. (Note that this form o f t he 
test may be administere d to individuals or to a g r oup . 'The 
group, however•, should not number more than ten persons at a 
time so that a dequate attention may be g iven to each testee.) 
\iJhe n all are ready to beg in, read the fo l l ovlin g 
directions aloud: 
NO DOUBT YOU ARE CURIOUS ABOUT THIS BOOK I N FRONT OF 
YOU. OPEN IT UP-- YOU SEE ~{AT IT CONTAINS A SET OF PICTURES , 
TNO ON EACH PAGE . THE PICTURES SHOW PEO PLE WORKI NG AT 
DIFFERENT JOB S . 
NOVv THIS I S NOT A TEST I N THE USUAL SENSE BECAUSE THERE 
ARE NO WRONG ANS\NERS IF YOU ANSVvER AS VVELL AS YOU CAl'T. YOU ARE ! 
TO LOOI\: AT EACH PAGE CAREFULLY, AND DECIDE Vv1-II CH JOB YOU 1 VOULD II 
RATHER DO IF YOU ABSOLUTELY HAD TO CHOOSE ONE OF THEM . YOU I 
MAY LIKE BOTH JOB S , OR DI SLI KE BOTH JOBS , BUT YOU MUST CHOO SE 
ONE 'rHAT YOU LIKE BETTER THAN THE OTHE..'R. IF YOU CHOOSJ!.; THE TOP II 
PICTURE ON THE F I RS T PAGE , TEAR TF.J.!; FIRST SEEE'r OFF YOUR 1 
ANSWER PAD AND PUT IT I N THE BOX ABOVE 'rirB TEST BOOK; I F YOU 
CHOOSE TEE BOTTOM PICTURE ON THE FI RST PAGE , TEAR THE FI RST 
SHEET OFF YOUR ANSW-:ER PAD AND PUT IT IN THE BOX BELOW THE TEST 
BOOK . 
The examiner should make certain that everyone under -
1/ st ands these d irections so far . Then h e should continue: 
:\ 
-~ 
I 
i ; ' 
~=---·· === 
PAY NO ATTENTION TO vVHETHER YOU FEEL YOU CAN DO THE JOB 
OR NOT; 'TIIE I MP ORTANT THING IS, WOULD YOU WANT TO DO IT I F 
YOU HAD 1rBE ABILI TY AND THE TRAINING . PAY NO AT!J'ENTION TO 
vVHE'rHER THE PERSON WORKI NG IS A . MAN OR A WOMAN , YOUNG OR OLD , 
11'f0RKI NG ALONE OR WITH OTHERS. RE:tv1EiviBER THAT IN EVERY PICTU:ctE, 
.30Iv1EONE I S 'NORKING . 
YOU WILL NOTICE THAT EVERY FIFTH PAGE I H YOUR TE S T BOOK 
HAS A BIG STAR PRINTED ON IT. LIKEWISE , EVERY FIF1ri-I SI-IEET OF 
YOUR ANSWER PAD HAS A BIG STAR ON IT . TvL4.KE SURE THA. T EVERY 
TI ME THE PAGE HAS A STAR , YOUR SHEET FOR THAT PAGE HAS 11. STAR 
TOO. I F THE STARS AT ANY TIME SHOULD NOT NIAT CH , SPEAK TO IVIE 
ABOUT IT AT ONCE. 
THERE IS NO THill LIMIT, BUT YOU SHOULD PINI SH I N ABOUT 
HALF AN HOUR . AHE THERE ANY QUESTIONS? 
Answer all pertinent questions , here and during the 
test. 
YOU MAY NOT UNDERSTAND V'JIIAT SONlE OF THESE WORKERS ARE 
DOI NG. JUST DO THE BEST YOU CAN Ul\fDEH. THOSE CONDITION S . 
ALL RIGHT, GO .!\.HEAD . BE SURE ·ro AN SiNER EVERY ITEM . 
During the te s t, and especially at the beginning , the 
'' examiner should check each individual to see that he is 
answering properly . Absolute silence should be maintained. 
The testees may be dismissed vvhen they have finished . 
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